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AbstractWe study the sensitivity of constraining the model independent Higgs-Z-Z cou-pling under Effective Theory up to Dimension-6 operators at the future Higgsfactory, angular distribution and CP violation involved with the coupling con-stants from effective theory are constrained from characteristics of Circular Elec-tron Positron Collider(CEPC), which will be an appropriate window to test theStandard Model and look for New Physics.
Introduction and Structure
Since the discovery of Higgs particle, the generic Higgs coupling to vectorbosons presents about ∼ 7% deviation from SM prediction, and its experimentalerror is so big ( ±56% ) that the good agreements with SM still stand tenable.Future lepton colliders such as CEPC, CLIC, ILC and FCC-ee (TLEP) will ac-cumulate events with full kinematics and less backgrounds at high luminosity,which will support precision tests in the Higgs sector. In our work an EffectiveField Theory (EFT) approach is adopted with so called Strongly InteractingLight Higgs (SILH) scenario on the HZZ couplings. This model-independentdescription however consists of 12 independent operators for a single HZZvertex, it is not practical to extract so many Wilson coefficients in experimentsor even on the above mentioned leptonic colliders with luminosity up to severalthousands of femtobarn. So we further followed a compression where only fourphenomena parameters are involved and demonstrated how to constrain these4 parameters with the distributions of polarization angle and azimuthal angle.
Analytical: Analysis results of angular distribution and CP-violation terms for
Z decays to 2 leptons affected by new HZZ coupling are presented.Numerical: Numerical limits on the sensitivity of new physics parameters basedon the design of CEPC, and several figures are attached.Summary.
Process Illustration and Dimension-6 EFTThe Effective Lagrangian of HZZ sector is written as,
LHZZ = −14g(1)

hzzZµνZ µνh− g
(2)
hzzZν∂µZ µνh+ g(3)

hzzZµZ µh−
14g̃hzzZµνZ̃ µνh. (1)
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Fig. 1: Feynman diagram for processe+e− → HZ (l+l−),the effective Feynman rule can be derived as,
Vµν = igµν[g0 + g3 + g2(p23 + p22) + g1(p2 · p3)]− i[12g1(pµ3pν2 + pµ2pν3) +

g2(pµ2pν2 + pµ3pν3)− g̃εµνρσpρ3pσ2 ]. (2)
The scatting angle θ̂ , polarization angle θ and azimuthal angle φ is definedin Fig.2 such that above production amplitude and decay amplitude can beevaluated in each own frame and directly be connected.
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Fig. 2: e+e− → HZ (l+l−).

Angular distribution and CP-violation
After we apply narrow width approximation, differential cross section is ex-pressed as,

dσ
dcosθ̂dcosθdφ

= K
∑
τ
D∗λ′,τρλ

′λDλ,τ = K
∑
τ

∑
σ1,σ2
D∗λ′,τMλ′†MλDλ,τ. (3)

. where K and β below are kinetic factors for specific process, Dλ,τ is the decay (helicity)amplitude of Z boson in its rest frame andMλ refers to the the amplitude of HZ production.
Polarization in Z decay:

dσ
σdcosθ = 3M2

Z8(a2
f + v2

f ) Q{[g20(1 + 2g′3g0)E2
Z

M2
Z

+ g1g0Q1
M2
Z
]Γ0(θ ) + g20(1 + 2g′3g0)[Γ−(θ ) + Γ+(θ )]}. (4)

g′3 = 2g2(s + m2
Z ) + g3 + g1√sEZ . is a compact combination of coupling constants gi in theLagrangian.

Azimuthal angle distribution for CPV:

dσ
σdφ = M2

Z4πQ × {2QM2
Z
− g20(1 + 2g′3g0)c2φ + 0 · cφ − g0g̃sβs2φ + 0 · sφ}. (5)

The sinφ characteristic can be recovered by breaking the symmetry in decay angle with inte-grating only half over θ , at a price of cosφ background:
dσ
σdφ |θ?π/2 = M2

Z16πQ × {8QM2
Z
− 4g20(1 + 2g′3g0)c2φ − 4g0g̃sβs2φ ± 3g0g̃s πaevev2e + a2e EZMZ sφ ±6 πaeve(v2e + a2e)[g20(1− 2g′3g0)EZMZ + g0g′3 Q1

EZMZ
]cφ}. (6)

Numerical analysis and estimations on NP coupling
constantsCharacteristics on CEPC, Luminosity : 5000fb−1 at E = 240GeV ; Phase space cut:
pl ≥ 18GeV , |cosθl| ≤ 0.98, |Ml+l− −MZ | < 15GeV .

Fig. 3: Left: Limits from cross section, no sensitivity in the encompassedregion in the belt.Right: Limits from polarization angle and cross section, no sensitivity inthe meshed belt closed by the blue lines. The black belt is from left figure.

Fig. 4: Left: Limits from azimuthal angle distribution, with g1 incorrelation, no sensitivity in the belt ;Right: Limits from azimuthal angle distribution, with g′3 in correlation, nosensitivity in the belt .

Fig. 5: Numerical limits.
Summary We have studied the e+e− → HZ process under Dimension-6EFT, where the effects deviate from SM are characterised on cross section,angular distribution and CP-violation, which are reflected from the param-eters of effective coupling constants g1, g′3, g̃. Based the most recently de-sign characteristics on the future electron positron collider(CEPC), we esti-mate the limits on these parameters, which will offer an effective window forsearching of New Physics beyond Standard Model.
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